Job Title
Salary
Location
Term

Software Engineer for Test

Software Test Engineer
Negotiable + Benefits
Cambridge
Permanent

Company Overview
GIS is the leading developer and supplier of application software, drive electronics and ink system
components for the industrial digital inkjet printing market. Our customer base (150+ businesses) is
worldwide and ranges from small technical boutiques to blue chip household names. Customers
typically buy our products and services to do the “hard stuff” that are beyond their own abilities,
operating in a wide range of final market sectors from 3D printing to packaging.
Owner founded in 2006, the Company has expanded through organic growth. The Company now
employs about 60 people, most based from Edinburgh House in the St John’s Innovation Park in
North Cambridge, with local offices in China and Japan.
GIS’ strategy is to grow through the development and ownership of IP; the Company reinvests about
25% of turnover into R&D.
GIS provides a lively and flexible working environment. This is an extremely challenging role
and you can expect to be regularly pushed outside of your comfort zone. This is an exciting role in a
small ambitious multi-disciplined (mechanical, hardware, software and logic) team of engineers.
The candidate will be involved in:
• Creating object-oriented python test scripts to exercise REST APIs of embedded platform
products under continuous integration. The test framework primarily runs on windows.
There is a significant amount of programming oriented around:
o Networking and internet protocols (such as HTTP/ TCP-IP)
o Functional verification
o Hardware integration testing
• Creating python test scripts to exercise windows server application products under
continuous integration.
There is a significant amount of programming orientated around:
o Image processing
o Networking and internet protocols (such as HTTP/ TCP-IP)
o Product workflow validation
o Functional verification
• Creating python test scripts to exercise windows .NET User interface application
There is a significant amount of programming orientated around:
o Usability
o Boundary Value analysis
o Product integration
o Functional verification
• Following existing tools and design patterns to ensure a stable continuous integration test
suite.
• Extending tooling to facilitate new product development and functions.
• Devising systems for measuring high performance processes.
• Use thorough documentation to preserve product information and project progress through
the tools Jira, and Confluence.
Essential skills and experience
• Achieved an ISTQB Software Test Foundation Level or similar.
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Strong programming background in automated scripted languages. (Python preferred)
Experience with:
o Device networking, and automating tests for REST APIs
o Configuration control systems (Git, SVN etc.)
o Handling information and communicating technical information to developers and
internal teams.
o Python object-oriented scripting for automated testing
Work independently as well as part of a technical team
Contribute ideas towards continual process improvement.
Produce high quality test scripts and product defect report

Desirable skills and experience
• Computer Science Degree or software Modules in Engineering Degree
• Testing with embedded software / electronics.
• Automated user interface testing (selenium/Appium).
• Proof reading and reviewing technical documentation.
• Working in an Agile environment.
• Automated Regression is HTTP network interfaces.
• Inkjet/ Digital printing system experience.
• Linux, Windows and Embedded Linux systems
• Continuous Integration and Revision Control systems.
In addition to a competitive salary and flexible hours, the role offers an attractive benefits package:
• Pension contributions
• Private health
• Life insurance
• Social events
• Opportunities for remote working

